EU Declaration of Conformity

Personal Protective Equipment:
Product line: Fall Protection
Name: SCORPION PERSONAL FALL LIMITERS (PFL)
Item Code: 1008593, 1008594
Type: Retractable Type Fall Arrester

Manufacturer: HONEYWELL SAFETY PRODUCTS USA
1345 15th Street
Franklin, PA 16323 USA

This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer: HONEYWELL SAFETY PRODUCTS Franklin PA USA

The Personal Protective Equipment described above is in conformity with:

The notified body: APAVE SUDEUROPE SAS
Number 0082

Performed the EU type-examination (module B) and issued:

EU type-examination certificate No. 0082-544-160-01-19-0083.

The PPE is subject to the conformity to type assessment procedure based on quality assurance of the production process (module D) under the surveillance of the notified body:

SGS Certification US18/81841247
Number 0120

Additional Information: - N/A

Issued in: Franklin, PA USA
Date: 14/02/2019
By: Eileen Kiefer
Function: Quality Engineer